Three Day National Webinar
On
COVID 19: Fighting Together and Moving Forward

September 25-27, 2020
Time: 2.00 p.m. to 4.00 p.m. & 5.00 p.m. to 7.00 p.m.

Organized by
Department of Physiology
Berhampore Girls’ College
Berhampore, Murshidabad

In association with
The Physiological Society of India, Kolkata

Patrons
Prof. (Dr.) Goutam Paul, Pro-Vice Chancellor, Kalyani University
Prof. Mrinal Chakrabart, President, Governing Body, Berhampore Girls’ College
Dr. Hena Sinha, Principal, Berhampore Girls’ College
Prof. (Dr.) Amar K Chandra, Hony. President, The Physiological Society of India, Kolkata
Prof. (Dr.) Somnath Gangopadhyay, Hony. General Secretary, The Physiological Society of India, Kolkata
Dr. Sagar Kumar Datta, IQAC Coordinator & Head, Department of Physics, Berhampore Girls’ College

Invited Speakers
Prof. (Dr.) Debasish Bandyopadhyay, Department of Physiology, Calcutta University
    Topic: Therapeutic potential of melatonin for management of COVID-19 disease
Prof. (Dr.) Krishna Roy, Principal, Bethune College, Kolkata.
    Topic: Pundit Iswar Chandra Vidyasagar: The Pioneer, Unknown Indian Physiologist
Prof. (Dr.) Kusal K Das, Department of Physiology, BLDE University, Karnataka
Mr. N.C. Bihani, Advocate, Calcutta High Court

Topic: *Offence against women during the pandemic and the solution thereof*
Prof. (Dr.) Somnath Gangopadhyay, Department of Physiology, Calcutta University.

Topic: *Working from Home Under Covid19: An Ergonomic Perspective*
Prof. (Dr.) Sanjit Dey, Department of Physiology, Calcutta University.

Topic: *Noncommunicable disorders favour communicable diseases in women: Is it the tip of the iceberg?*
Prof. (Dr.) Nilkanta Chakrabarti, Department of Physiology, Calcutta University.

Topic: *Brain as the target of covid 19*
Prof. (Dr.) Chandradipa Ghosh, Department of Human Physiology and Community Health, Vidyasagar University, PaschimMedinipore

Topic: *Immune Interplay for Combating COVID 19*
Prof. (Dr.) Debasish Maiti, Department of Human Physiology, Tripura University.

Topic: *Entry of Covid 19 and prevention in Human Body*
Prof. (Dr.) Pratiti Ghosh, Department of Physiology, West Bengal State University

Topic: *From Corona virus to COVID-19 & thereafter*
Dr. Subhashis Sahu, Department of Physiology, Kalyani University.

Topic: *COVID-19 Pandemic and Lockdown: Perspectives of New Working Life*
Dr. Prasunpriya Nayak, Department of Physiology, AIIMS, Jodhpur

Topic: *COVID-19: Threats to Eudemonia*
Dr. Mousumi Sikdar, Department of Life Sciences, Presidency University

Topic: *Nutritional Management and Maternal Care in the times of COVID-19 Pandemic*
Dr. Dilip Pradhan, Child Specialist, Murshidabad Medical College and Hospital

Topic: *COVID 19, some important information*
Dr. Prabodh Panchadhayee, Chest Medicine Specialist, Midnapore Medical College and hospital

Topic: *COVID 19 Pandemic and Struggle of Mankind*
Dr. Amit Bandyopadhyay, Department of Physiology, Calcutta University

Topic: *Transforming Scenario to Sustain Healthy Wellbeing during COVID–19 Pandemic*
Dr. Rajen Haldar, Department of Physiology, Calcutta University.

   Topic: **Blood oxygen saturation in COVID-19: Diagnosis, pathophysiology and prevention.**

Dr. Indranil Manna, Dept. of Physiology, Midnapore College (Autonomous)

   Topic: **Application of Yoga for Physical and Mental Wellbeing during COVID-19 Pandemic**

Smt. Subhasree Chakraborty, Department of Economics, Berhampore Girls’ College

   Topic: **Economic Impact of COVID-19: Some Key Issues and Apprehensions**

Dr. Urmi Salve, Department of Design, IIT, Guwahati

   Topic: **Ergonomics in Stress Management: Special Emphasis on Sedentary Job**

Dr. Rupa Talukdar, Mental Health Professional, Kolkata

   Topic: **Veracity in Covid-19 Situation: the Mental Health speaks a lot: individual and group level- community gets a scope to think pragmatically**

---

**Organizing Committee**

**Chairperson:** Dr. Hena Sinha, Principal, Berhampore Girls’ College

**Convener:** Dr. Smritiratan Tripathy, Assistant Professor & Head, Department of Physiology, Berhampore Girls’ College

**Treasurer:** Smt. Subhasree Chakraborty, Associate Professor & Head, Department of Economics, Berhampore Girls’ College

**Invitee Member:** Dr. Dakshayani Mahapatra, Assistant Professor, Department of Physiology, Government General Degree College, Mohanpur, PaschimMedinipur & Ex-Guest Lecturer, Department of Physiology, Berhampore Girls’ College

**Members**

Dr. Sentu Sarkar, Assistant Professor, Department of Physiology, Berhampore Girls’ College

Smt. Swapna Putatunda, SACT, Department of Physiology, Berhampore Girls’ College

Dr. Chandan Ray, SACT, Department of Physiology, Berhampore Girls’ College

Smt. Priyanka Das, SACT, Department of Physiology, Berhampore Girls’ College

Sri Dwipayan Dasgupta, SACT, Department of Physiology, Berhampore Girls’ College

Smt. Raina Ghosh, SACT, Department of Physiology, Berhampore Girls’ College

Smt. Baishali Basak, SACT, Department of Physiology, Berhampore Girls’ College

Sri Tridib Ranjan Bagchi, GLI, Department of Physiology, Berhampore Girls’ College
**Guidelines for Participation**

1. We encourage Research Scholars, Students and general population for awareness
2. Any person can participate in the webinar however those who will pay the registration fee will get certificate
3. An e-abstract book will be published. It contains the abstract of the Resource Persons. However any registered participant (with fees) can also send their abstract and it also will be published in e-book.
4. Registration Details:
   - Registration without e-certificate: Free
   - Registration With e-Certificate: Rs. 100/-
   - Registration with Abstract submission (e-certificate for participation & Hard Copy of certificate for submission of abstract through speed post): Rs. 200/-
5. Bank Details: A/C Name: Berhampore Girls College Physiology Seminar, A/C No: 548202010010730, Union Bank of India, Berhampore Branch, IFSC: UBIN0554821
6. Abstract Submission: MS Word with Times New Roman, 12 pt, Word Limit: 500-1000; E-mail: smritiratan_tripathy@yahoo.com
7. Last date of Abstract submission: **20.9.2020.**
8. Contact Person: Dr. Smritiratan Tripathy 9593009003

**LINK**

For Registration: [https://forms.gle/Huhmt5mVMGfwPTKAA](https://forms.gle/Huhmt5mVMGfwPTKAA)
For What app link: [https://chat.whatsapp.com/IbAhE8x11vl5iybMoRTEeZ](https://chat.whatsapp.com/IbAhE8x11vl5iybMoRTEeZ)
Yangtze Link:
25.9.2020: 2.00 p.m. to 4.00 p.m.: [https://youtu.be/pPRh8waKETo](https://youtu.be/pPRh8waKETo)
25.9.2020: 5.00 p.m. to 7.00 p.m.: [https://youtu.be/_WbsYReiOmE](https://youtu.be/_WbsYReiOmE)
26.9.2020: 2.00 p.m. to 4.00 p.m.: [https://youtu.be/UZVd8Y6vwJE](https://youtu.be/UZVd8Y6vwJE)
26.9.2020: 5.00 p.m. to 7.00 p.m.: [https://youtu.be/YT4N1OgP5eg](https://youtu.be/YT4N1OgP5eg)
27.9.2020: 2.00 p.m. to 4.00 p.m.: [https://youtu.be/eOO866QxgUo](https://youtu.be/eOO866QxgUo)
27.9.2020: 5.00 p.m. to 7.00 p.m.: [https://youtu.be/UFDHUrZrkZA](https://youtu.be/UFDHUrZrkZA)